ANTETYPE

Antetype 1.3 – New Features for Pixel-Precise and
Efficient User Interface Design
Saarbruecken (Germany), December 5th 2013 – The new 1.3 version of Antetype
brings user interface design (UI design) to a new level. Many innovative functions
further optimize the effort required by UI designers to create stunning designs.
Completely new features such as “Smart Dragging”, in-place editors and a set of
focused templates make Antetype the tool for UI design.
Antetype 1.3 allows UI designers to quickly start their projects by choosing a
template (iPhone iOS7, Android Tablet, Windows 8 etc) from the extensive template
set. “Smart Dragging” enables quick and easy placement of widgets and other
elements using drag and drop to access any part of the screen heirarchy. Whilst
dragging Antetype uses the configured layout rules to re-arrange other elements on
the screen. A new Status Bar displays the hierarchic structure of selected elements,
speeding up navigation and renaming of elements.
Thanks to the new Style Bar designers can quickly glance at the styling details of a
selected element and make changes such as size, font or color immediately. Inplace pop-up editing windows, enable the designer to quickly make changes
without moving their focus from the design.
Antetype 1.3 includes many more new features. To learn more register for a webinar
at http://antetype.com/webinar.
Antetype is created by UI designers for UI designers and features a radically new
approach: it understands the whole interface, not only pixels. This facilitates UI
design adaptions and makes user interface design way more efficient. For example
single UI elements are adjusted automatically, making the UI “fluid“ and
“responsive“ – so that the UI adapts to different screen sizes and devices
automatically.
Antetype is a product of German UX design agency Ergosign who are

	
  

Headquartered in Saarbruecken, Germany with subsidiaries in Hamburg, Munich
and Zurich, Switzerland. Ergosign designs and develops user interfaces for office-,
industry- and medical applications as well as mobile devices and consumer
products. Founded in 2000, Ergosign was a pioneer in user-centered design. Today,
Ergosign is one of Europe’s leading service providers in UI design. To optimize the
workflow within complex projects and to enhance productivity, Ergosign developed
the tailored UI design software Antetype – by designers for designers.
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